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INTRODUCTION

While the vast majority of CEOs may 
not be personally responsible for the 
day-to-day running of customer service 
operations, there is strong evidence to 
suggest those that are actively involved 
in this area of their business are reward-
ed in terms of financial performance. 

Indeed, research from the Economist 
Intelligence Unit (EIU) points to height-
ened revenue and profitability perfor-
mance from such organizations. 

In its report, The value of experience: 
How the C-suite values customer experi-
ence in the digital age, the EIU finds that

Businesses that are customer-driven from 
the top do better than their counterparts.

Meanwhile, the same paper states 59% 
of businesses with a CEO who is in-
volved in customer experience report 
higher revenue growth, compared to 
40% of companies without a custom-
er-focussed figure at the top.  

From a consumer perspective, customer 
experience is becoming more important 
than price and product. Central to this, 
for 90% of consumers at least, is a seam-
less, omnichannel service that allows 

According to PwC, 97% of CEOs 
believe customers have the greatest 

impact on their organization.

them to move from one mode of com-
munication to another – for instance, 
from an email or chat message to a 
phone conversation or even a video call. 

Business leaders are aware of these 
trends too. According to PwC, 97% of 
CEOs believe customers have the great-
est impact on their organization, while 
9 in 10 decision makers say that custom-
ers have a high or very high impact on 
their business strategy.  

The statistical endgame of any customer service strategy should be to 
build standout CSAT and NPS ratings. 

CSAT: Short for customer satisfaction, CSAT is measured by one or more 
variations of a question that usually appears at the end of a customer 
feedback survey: How would you rate your overall satisfaction with the 
service you received? Scores are submitted on a scale of one (very unsat-
isfied) to five (very satisfied). 

NPS: Net Promoter Score measures customer loyalty to an organization, 
framed around the question: 

How likely is it that you would recommend the service/product/organiza-
tion to a friend or colleague? 

Positive CSAT and NPS ratings provide evidence that customers are satis-
fied with and loyal to your business.

Two key measures
of customer service

64% of companies with a customer-focused 
CEO are more profitable than their competitors.

https://www.walkerinfo.com/knowledge-center/featured-research-reports/customers-2020-a-progress-report
https://www.walkerinfo.com/knowledge-center/featured-research-reports/customers-2020-a-progress-report
https://www.walkerinfo.com/knowledge-center/featured-research-reports/customers-2020-a-progress-report
https://www.cxtoday.com/contact-centre/delivering-an-excellent-omni-channel-experience/
https://www.pwc.co.uk/ceo-survey/the-key-factors-in-building-trust.html
https://www.pwc.co.uk/ceo-survey/the-key-factors-in-building-trust.html
https://www.pwc.co.uk/ceo-survey/the-key-factors-in-building-trust.html
https://www.pwc.co.uk/ceo-survey/the-key-factors-in-building-trust.html
https://www.pwc.co.uk/ceo-survey/the-key-factors-in-building-trust.html
https://www.pwc.co.uk/ceo-survey/the-key-factors-in-building-trust.html
https://perspectives.eiu.com/sites/default/files/Genesys_Executive_Summary_-_GLOBAL_FINAL.pdf
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Put simply, those organizations that manage to deliver stand-
out, multichannel customer service will reap rewards, regard-
less of the COVID-19 context we currently find ourselves in.

This latter step forms the crux of this white paper: 

PART 2 | The Human:

PART 1 | Customer Service Channels: 
A detailed overview of what channels constitute a truly mul-
tichannel customer service operation, and how to make the 
most out of the technologies available. 

Effective customer service should be a marriage of human 
and technology – investment in one is futile without equal 
resources and energy being invested in the other. How can 
organizations make the most out of their human customer 
service resources? 

And these findings are before we take into account the im-
pact of the COVID-19 pandemic, its socioeconomic fallout 
underlining just how critical it is for organizations to provide 
a fully-functioning, multichannel customer service operation. 

For instance, another PwC study highlights a significant in-
crease in the use of mobile devices as a shopping channel 
since the coronavirus outbreak in early 2020. Its Global Con-
sumer Insights Survey 2020 says that 45% of respondents 
now use mobile as a key purchasing channel more than 
they did prior to the pandemic. Further, almost 60% have in-
creased their use of video chat apps. 

Such fundamental changes to people’s lives brought about 
by restrictions such as mandated home working and reduced 
social contact has led to surges in demand for information 

from customer service units, which themselves are being re-
located away from a centralized office setup. 

According to Deloitte, there are several steps to successful-
ly navigating the challenges of managing customer expec-
tation, unpredictable spikes in demand and staff absence, 
and the logistics of a virtual contact center. Among them 
are listening and communicating honestly, using third party 
support effectively, and tooling your remote workers with the 
technology and training required to operate as multichannel 
customer service agents. 

45% of respondents now use 
mobile as a key purchasing 
channel...

Beyond the crises, expect to see a level of pent-up 
demand driving further pressure on customer service.

“A flexibly resourced service operation, 
which uses intelligent automation and 
digital channels will be critical to managing 
this demand... as will the reputation and 
relationship the organization builds now.

Failure to invest in either part sufficiently could be costly, es-
pecially given the current COVID-19 backdrop.  

McKinsey has found that three in five customers have 
changed purchasing behaviour and switched brands since 
COVID-19 arrived, while research from Bazaarvoice claims 
that ...

...88% of global consumers plan to stay loyal to 
the new brands they have switched too. 

And the challenges will not simply disappear post-pandemic. 
Rather, Deloitte expects many of the pressures on customer 
service to remain: 

https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/industries/consumer-markets/consumer-insights-survey.html
https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/industries/consumer-markets/consumer-insights-survey.html
https://www2.deloitte.com/uk/en/pages/digital-transformation/articles/delivering-customer-service-during-COVID-19.html
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/marketing-and-sales/our-insights/a-global-view-of-how-consumer-behavior-is-changing-amid-covid-19#
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/marketing-and-sales/our-insights/a-global-view-of-how-consumer-behavior-is-changing-amid-covid-19#
https://www.bazaarvoice.com/resources/behavior-that-sticks-understanding-the-long-term-shopping-trends-driven-by-covid-19/
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• The primary reason customers dislike calling  
companies is because they dislike having to wait  

long periods of time to speak to  
someone and get a resolution

PART 1

Customer Service Channels

Omnichannel is defined as cross-channel strat-
egy that organizations use to improve their user 
experience and drive better relationships with 
their audience across points of contact.

In a customer service context, omnichannel success is all about con-
versing with customers on their terms by catering to a variety of differ-
ent communication preferences. 

Why is this important? According to Aspect Software, businesses that 
adopt omnichannel strategies achieve 91% greater year-over-year 
customer retention rates compared to businesses that don’t.

Typically, there are six key channels  
companies need to be aware of:

• Call
• Email
• Chat
• SMS/WhatsApp
• Social Media
• Self-service Automation

Here we look at each channel in detail – why are they important to a 
multi-channel strategy? What are the key considerations for success? 
Are there any technologies that can provide key support?

Self 
Service 

Automation
Email

Call

SMS/
WhatsApp

Chat
Social 
Media

1.1 CALL
Call has always been a staple of customer care. Consumers 
want to be heard when it comes to queries or concerns, and 
the easiest, most literal way of achieving this is via an actual 
conversation.

And there are benefits to this. The personal nature of one-to-
one telephone chats can be a great way for companies to build 
relationships and reinforce positive experiences with their cus-
tomers.

That is not to say that customer service calls are not without 
their challenges:

• 59% of customers have higher customer  
service expectations than they had a year ago.

• 61% of consumers say that they have stopped 
transacting with a business after a poor service experience.

• Securing new customers costs any-
where between five and 25 times  
more than retaining existing customers.

• 75% of customers feel it takes too long  
to reach an agent.

•

Overcoming these hurdles to provide call-centric customer 
service is paramount. 

Failure to do so can be greatly detrimental: 

https://www.newvoicemedia.com/blog/the-62-billion-customer-service-scared-away-infographic
https://www.newvoicemedia.com/blog/the-62-billion-customer-service-scared-away-infographic
https://loyalty360.org/content-gallery/daily-news/survey-businesses-that-use-omni-channel-strategies-have-far-better-customer
https://info.microsoft.com/rs/157-GQE-382/images/2018StateofGlobalCustomerServiceReport.pdf
https://info.microsoft.com/rs/157-GQE-382/images/2018StateofGlobalCustomerServiceReport.pdf
https://www.qminder.com/customer-service-statistics/
https://www.qminder.com/customer-service-statistics/
https://www.helpscout.com/75-customer-service-facts-quotes-statistics/
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So, what can do you do to provide best-of-breed phone assis-
tance, satisfy customers and ultimately end up on the right side 
of these statistics?

RESPECT YOUR CUSTOMERS. 
Sometimes customers just want to be heard. Actively listen, be 
courteous, be sincere and go above and beyond in every inter-
action.

SERVICE AGENTS MUST BE KNOWLEDGEABLE. 
Customer services agents can’t just be friendly. They equally 
must be resourceful in order to find solutions for your custom-
ers.

SPEAKING TO THE RIGHT PERSON. 
There is nothing more frustrating for a customer than being 
passed around service agents, having to repeat themselves 
multiple times. Develop accurate pathways to ensure they are 
always speaking to the appropriate person. 

MAKE SURE YOU’RE WELL RESOURCED. 
Understaffed call centers lead to increased hold times and 
pressurised employees who will want to get calls completed as 
quickly as possible, likely resulting in poor service.

While new, sophisticated technologies and ever-evolving digital interactions have ensured customers now have a multitude of 
ways to contact companies, call still very much remains a critical component in providing a helpful, honest experience.

Sometimes customers just want to be heard.  
Actively listen, be courteous, be sincere and  
go above and beyond in every interaction.

“
“

91% SATISFACTION RATINGS

FACTS
40% PREFER PHONE CALLS

68% SAY SERVICE REP IS KEY

Satisfaction ratings for phone support are  
91%, the highest of any customer service channel

40% of customers prefer talking to a person  
over the phone for more complicated disputes

68% of customers say the service rep is key  
to a positive service experience

68% of customers say the service rep is 
key to a positive service experience

Fast
Facts

https://www.helpscout.com/blog/live-chat-statistics/
https://about.americanexpress.com/press-release/wellactually-americans-say-customer-service-better-ever/
https://blog.hubspot.com/service/customer-service-stats
https://blog.hubspot.com/service/customer-service-stats
https://blog.hubspot.com/service/customer-service-stats
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1.2 CHAT
Social media has had a profound impact 
on digital communication, and custom-
er service is no exception.

The rise of instant messaging glob-
ally has led to live chat becoming a 
fundamental pillar of successful, fu-
ture-proofed omnichannel customer 
service solutions, with 41% of custom-
ers expecting to see a live chat option 
on company websites.

Hurdling the speed-of-response chal-
lenges suffered by alternate channels, 
live chat can both relieve pressures and 
provide customers with the instant re-
sponses that they have come to expect.

Live chat is convenient for customers, 
cost-effective for businesses and pro-
vides a competitive advantage.

COMBINING HUMAN 
INPUT AND AUTOMATION
There are two broad forms of live chat – 
human and automated.

The former operates just like WhatsApp 
or Facebook Messenger, facilitating 
text interactions between two people. 
The latter, meanwhile, can be used to 
answer simple, commonly asked ques-
tions and queries that would otherwise 
take up the valuable time of customer 
support agents.

When paired in the right way, a combination of automated and human 
live chat solutions can be a highly effective tool for managing customer 
expectations and customer service resources simultaneously.“

AUTOMATED LIVE CHAT CAN BE USED...

• To answer FAQs – “When will I receive my order?” “Can I 
make changes to an order I have placed?” “What is your 
return policy?”. Customers looking for information on com-
mon topics can be directed to a relevant FAQ page or pro-
vided with automated responses.

• To proactively target visitors – Target your visitors with 
the right information at the right time using proactive, in-
telligent messaging.

Successful customer service is all about finding the right bal-
ance. While automation can certainly help get conversations 
started, personal service and genuine human interactions can’t 
be faked or replaced.

TECHNOLOGIES THAT CAN IMPROVE 
LIVE CHAT EXPERIENCE INCLUDE...

• Queuing. Provide real-time queue numbers and estimated 
wait times to manage expectations and offer transparency 
to customers.

• Department management. Route chats to the right teams 
and respond faster.

• Customer satisfaction ratings. Get instant feedback 
about your team members’ performance with post-chat 
customer satisfaction ratings.

• Visitor analytics. Get real-time insights into website visitor 
journeys to help your company have more relevant con-
versations with customers. 

When the questions get too complex, 
hand over to a human agent.

Remember

MILLENNIALS PREFER LIVE CHAT

20% SHOPPERS PREFER LIVE CHAT 

29% FRUSTRATED CUSTOMERS

Millennials prefer live chat for customer service  
over any other communication channel

20% of the shopping population prefers using 
live chat to contact a retailer over any other 
communication method

29% of customers are frustrated by scripted,  
impersonal live chat responses

FACTSFast
Facts

https://www.superoffice.com/blog/live-chat-statistics/
https://www.superoffice.com/blog/live-chat-statistics/
https://www.comm100.com/resources/infographic/millennials-prefer-live-chat-speed-convenience/
https://www.helpscout.com/blog/live-chat-statistics/
https://kayako.com/live-chat-software/statistics/
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1.3 EMAIL
By the start of 2019, there were an estimated 3.8 billion email 
accounts around the world – up 100 million from 2018. In other 
words, half the global population communicates using email. 

For many, it is the primary method of interacting with compa-
nies. 54% of customers used email for customer service in 2019, 
and more customers want to communicate with companies 
via email (62%) than any other channel. 

Statistics like these speak volumes – that effective email service 
is a central pillar to any customer care strategy.

Do respond in a timely manner. The less urgent expec-
tations surrounding email compared to other channels 
such as live chat can make them easy to neglect, but 
those emailing your business still expect a prompt re-
sponse.
Do focus on answering concerns. Despite being less 
personal than a phone call, customers still want to feel 
that they’re being listened to. Taking the time to under-
stand their problems will ensure you are providing rele-
vant solutions.
Do use appropriate language. From subject lines to sig-
natures, ensure the language you are using is clear and 
concise. Include your brand name, product name and 
service inquiry, and ensure it is easily searchable so that 
the customer can find it later should they need to.
Do dedicate appropriate resources. Owing to the popu-
larity of email, businesses can quickly become inundat-
ed with concerns, questions and complaints. Managing 
this flow and avoiding backlogged inboxes is critically 
important.

While email isn’t anything 
new, it remains an incredibly 
powerful tool that businesses 
can use to communicate with 
their customers. 

“

HOW TO DELIVER EFFECTIVE  
EMAIL CUSTOMER SERVICE:

1.4 SMS/WHATSAPP
Albeit less conventional, SMS and WhatsApp are both conve-
nient and highly effective means of reaching consumers. 

Not only are there more mobile phone owners (4.78 billion) 
than email users (3.8 billion), but research shows text messag-
es are opened 98% of the time, compared to emails which are 
opened just 22% of the time.

WhatsApp likewise bears similarly promising numbers, used 
by two billion people around the world who exchange 65 bil-
lion messages on the platform every day. 

FA
CT

SFast
Facts
80% DEPEND ON EMAIL

347.3 BILLION EMAILS SENT

50% HIGHER OPEN RATES

Around 80% of businesses depend on email 
for both customer acquisition and retention

It is predicted that, by 2022, 347.3 billion 
emails will be sent every day

Emails with personalized subject lines 
generate 50% higher open rates

https://www.campaignmonitor.com/resources/knowledge-base/how-many-people-in-the-world-use-email/#:~:text=By%20the%20start%20of%202019,100%20million%20increase%20from%202018.
https://www.campaignmonitor.com/resources/knowledge-base/how-many-people-in-the-world-use-email/#:~:text=By%20the%20start%20of%202019,100%20million%20increase%20from%202018.
https://www.forrester.com/report/2018+Customer+Service+Trends+How+Operations+Become+Faster+Cheaper+And+Yet+More+Human/-/E-RES142291
https://blog.hubspot.com/sales/live-chat-go-to-market-flaw
https://blog.hubspot.com/sales/live-chat-go-to-market-flaw
https://www.bankmycell.com/blog/how-many-phones-are-in-the-world
https://www.campaignmonitor.com/resources/knowledge-base/how-many-people-in-the-world-use-email/#:~:text=By%20the%20start%20of%202019,100%20million%20increase%20from%202018.
https://gigaom.com/2015/01/18/why-sms-is-the-new-channel-for-customer-support/
https://blog.whatsapp.com/two-billion-users-connecting-the-world-privately
https://blog.whatsapp.com/two-billion-users-connecting-the-world-privately
https://www.groovehq.com/customer-service-statistics
https://www.oberlo.co.uk/blog/email-marketing-statistics
https://www.oberlo.co.uk/blog/email-marketing-statistics
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1.5 SOCIAL MEDIA
Primarily used for personal connectivity, Facebook, Twitter and 
other social media platforms have also drastically heightened 
brand accessibility.

Roughly four billion people around the world currently use so-
cial media. And for each of these users, sending a message to a 
friend is now as easy as having a chat with global corporations. 
Or at least in theory.

The challenge for businesses is responding to the high vol-
umes of messages that they receive – Social Pilot reports that 
on Facebook alone, 20 billion messages are sent between busi-
nesses and people every month. 

Here are some key tips for not only overcoming this challenge, 
but using social media to drastically enhance customer expe-
rience:

Set up a dedicated handle. Having a separate social media 
handle for support and service issues will help filter out key 
customer enquiries, ensuring the right teams can respond to 
the right messages.

Use keyword monitoring. Catch all your brand’s mentions 
even when you’re not tagged, ensuring you proactively address 
consumer concerns where possible.

Set expectations and offer alternatives. 60% of customers 
who complain about a company on social media expect a re-
sponse within one hour, a timeframe that might not always be 
feasible. Making it clear when your team is available to respond, 
how long it might take and providing other useful resources are 
all ways in which expectations can be managed. 

Always respond. It may appear obvious, but companies don’t 
always adhere to this golden rule. Simply responding will show 
all your customers that you care about their needs. 

Encourage feedback. Why not capitalize on the tailwinds of a 
major thought-sharing platform like Twitter? Encourage open 
dialogue with your customers, ask them to submit their ideas 
and let them know you’re listening by responding.

Be more than just a company. Acting is just as important as re-
acting. Engaging with your customers – following them, leaving 
comments, liking posts – will delight them and reinforce posi-
tive experiences. 

Get social customer service right, and it can be a great oppor-
tunity to be proactive in dealing with customer complaints and 
show your brand is willing to engage with its audience. Get it 
wrong and it can have an adverse effect.

Mobile text messaging is therefore a fantastic way of ensuring 
you are heard by your customers. Here are a few other benefits 
of including it in a customer service strategy:

• Cost efficiency. A report from Oracle reveals customer 
service calls can cost up to $16 with some providers.Text 
threads, on the other hand, cost between $1 and $5 per 
interaction.

• Marketing opportunities. Reach out to customers with of-
fers, products and other promotions where they are more 
likely to see it and can easily respond.

• Reminders. Send customers friendly, timely prompts 
about appointments and bookings. Text can be a much 
more convenient way of doing so than a disruptive phone 
call or an email reaching busy inboxes.

90% SMS’ OPENED IN 3 MINUTES

FACTS
78% SAY SMS IS THE FASTEST WAY

52% TO TEXT CUSTOMER SUPPORT

90% of SMS messages are opened  
within three minutes

78% of consumers say SMS messaging 
is the fastest way to reach them

52% of people would likely text a customer 
support rep if given the option

Fast
Facts

90% of SMS messages are 
opened within three minutes

On Facebook alone, 
20 billion messages are 
sent between businesses 
and people every month.
– Social Pilot

“

“

https://www.smartinsights.com/social-media-marketing/social-media-strategy/new-global-social-media-research/#:~:text=More%20than%20half%20of%20the,5.15%20billion%20unique%20mobile%20users
https://www.smartinsights.com/social-media-marketing/social-media-strategy/new-global-social-media-research/#:~:text=More%20than%20half%20of%20the,5.15%20billion%20unique%20mobile%20users
https://www.socialpilot.co/blog/social-media-statistics
https://www.socialmediatoday.com/social-business/social-media-customer-service-statistics-and-trends-infographic
http://www.oracle.com/us/corporate/analystreports/enterprise-application/forrester-tei-atg-359304.pdf
http://www.oracle.com/us/corporate/analystreports/enterprise-application/forrester-tei-atg-359304.pdf
https://www.tatango.com/blog/90-of-text-messages-are-read-within-3-minutes/
https://www.tatango.com/blog/78-of-consumers-believe-sms-is-fastest-way-to-reach-them/
http://www.eweek.com/networking/consumers-like-using-text-messages-to-solve-customer-service-issues
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1.6 SELF-SERVICE 
AUTOMATION
Self-service solutions can both be a blessing and a curse for 
businesses looking to support their customers’ enquiries.

Effective self-service solutions will allow your customers to find 
the answers that they need with minimized or no support. Get 
it wrong, however, and the damages can be significant.

Research shows that 92% of customers have experienced 
problems using self-service tools, and 83% will avoid a compa-
ny after a negative experience. 

INTERACTIVE VOICE RESPONSE (IVR) 

IVR solutions are one of the most common self-service options. 
Usually taking the form of computer-operated phone systems, 
they’re deployed to help customers quickly navigate multi-pur-
pose customer support landscapes.

A customer calls a support number, the IVR system asks appro-
priate automated questions, the customer provides short voice 
or keypad responses, and they’re directed quickly to a relevant 
support solution. 

FA
CT

SFast
Facts
20-40% MORE WITH COMPANIES

SOCIAL MEDIA IS 6X CHEAPER

33% CONTACT VIA SOCIAL MEDIA

IMPROVED PERCEPTION

Customers spend 20-40% more with companies 
that respond to customers on social media

Solving a customer issue on social media is 
six times cheaper than doing so via a call center 

33% of customers have contacted a company 
using Facebook or other social media channels

74% of millennials report that their perception 
of a brand improves when the company 
responds to customer social media inquiries

92% of customers have experienced problems using self-service 
tools, and 83% will avoid a company after a negative experience.“

Solving a customer issue 
on social media is six times 
cheaper than doing so via 
a call center. 

“

https://engagehub.com/blog/how-a-nextgen-ivr-helps-you-boost-customer-satisfaction-rates
https://www.socialmediatoday.com/social-business/social-media-customer-service-statistics-and-trends-infographic
https://www.socialmediatoday.com/social-business/social-media-customer-service-statistics-and-trends-infographic
https://lmistatic.blob.core.windows.net/document-library/boldchat/pdf/en/forrester-2018-customer-service-trends.pdf
http://info.microsoft.com/rs/157-GQE-382/images/EN-CNTNT-Report-DynService-2017-global-state-customer-service-en-au.pdf
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1.7 SCALING YOUR CUSTOMER CARE STRATEGY
Ultimately, a successful omnichannel 
solution isn’t just about having multi-
ple channels. It is about offering each of 
them in the most effective ways for the 
customer, but also for your business.

As your company grows, so too will the 
demands on your customer service, so 
it is crucially important that the strategy 
you have in place is adaptive and scal-
able.

Request volumes rising means your cus-
tomer service team will have to expand 
– there is no avoiding this. But continual 
internal review and informed process 
optimization will make certain that your 
operations remain effective and return 
on investment is maximized.

Data analytics must be central to this ex-
ercise. Be it average call times, custom-
er feedback, inquiry volumes or email 
open rates, customer service depart-
ments are inundated with data that, if 
analyzed, can provide valuable insights 
into where your customer service is op-
erating successfully and where there 
might be areas for improvement.

Understanding and addressing chal-
lenges as and when they present them-
selves will ensure your growth is not 
hampered by poor customer service. 

It could be a software that once worked 
well is no longer relevant, or the people 
operating this technology – who are 
equally important to the overall out-
come – need some targeted training. 

Being proactive 
will keep your 
processes clean 
and clear. 

• Find out what your customers need. Why might 
a customer be calling you? It might sound obvi-
ous, but without the right answers to this question 
your IVR system may be more of a hindrance than 
a help.

• Keep menu options to a minimum. A laborious 
maze of seemingly never-ending questions and 
different menus to navigate will undermine the 
entire success of your IVR. Make the process as 
concise and quick as possible and avoid over-
whelming your customers.

• Let customers speak to a real person. Customers 
will often want to speak to a real person when they 
contact you. Giving them the option to speak to an 
agent from the outset will reduce their frustrations 
and provide them with the answers they need on 
their terms.

• Review calls and seek feedback. Can you further 
optimise your IVR call routing to save customers 
time while still providing the right information? In-
troduce surveys to obtain feedback and regularly 
analyse your call data.

SIX TIPS FOR A SEAMLESS IVR SOLUTION

A laborious maze of seemingly never-ending  
questions and different menus to navigate will 

undermine the entire success of your IVR.

FA
CT

SFast
Facts
SOLVE SERVICE ISSUES

SOLVE ISSUES THEMSELVES

67% OF CUSTOMERS HANG UP

73% of customers want to solve service 
issues on their own

50% of customers think it’s important to  
solve product or service issues themselves

67% of customers hang up the phone in  
frustration when they cannot reach an agent 

“

“

https://www.customerthermometer.com/customer-service/customer-service-and-satisfaction-statistics-for-2020/#:~:text=More%20than%2065%25%20of%20customers,more%20than%20once%20a%20month.&text=65%25%20of%20people%20aged%2018,55%20and%20over%20do%20not.
http://cdn.zendesk.com/resources/whitepapers/Omnichannel-Customer-Service-Gap.pdf
http://ww2.glance.net/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/Counting-the-customer_-Glance_eBook-4.pdf
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A lot has been made of the ‘human ver-
sus machine’ dynamic during the 21st 
century. Technology has and continues 
to reshape workforces across almost ev-
ery industry, sparking fears that a mass 

displacement of jobs is underway. 

Indeed, the derogatory term ‘Luddite’ stems from this very de-
bate. In the early 19th century, highly skilled handloom weavers 
formed a protest movement against the mechanization of the 
British textiles industry, citing threats to their livelihoods and 
the destruction of the trade. The last two centuries have largely 
proven the Luddites wrong about the long-term benefits of the 
new technologies, even if they were right about the short-term 
impact on their personal livelihoods.    

The truth today, while somewhat more complex, has parallels. 

A detailed study by PwC analyses data taken from 29 countries 
across the globe and forecasts that...

around 35% of administrative and 
support service jobs will be at high 
risk of automation by 2030. 

However, a major caveat highlighted in the study is that em-
bracement of new technologies will boost productivity, gener-
ate wealth and, crucially, create many entirely new, modified 
and upskilled jobs. 

The major message to take from this is that a successful mod-
ern-day enterprise should resemble a harmonious marriage 
between technologies and the humans which use them.

The realm of customer service, as has been explored in Part 1 
of this white paper, is a vast ecosystem made up of numerous 
channels and sophisticated technologies underpinning them, 
all geared towards offering the end user an enhanced experi-
ence. 

The second and equally critical part of the equation is all 
about the people operating within this ecosystem

PART 2

The Human

put simply, committing significant resources to build  
a state-of-the-art technology structure is futile if your 
human workforce is not equally invested in.

“
Another important factor to consider is that customers value 
a multichannel, multifaceted suite of service tools, and that 
still includes interaction with a fellow human being, be it via 
a phone, email, web chat or text/WhatsApp exchange. While 
automation and robotics enable rapid resolutions to many en-
quires and issues – a quick and convenient fix – there are many 
scenarios which require person-to-person interaction to resolve 
satisfactorily. 

There is also evidence to suggest the COVID-19 pandemic has 
exacerbated this feeling among consumers. 

According to Accenture, 57% of customers ranked call support 
as their initial channel preference for flexible communication, 
wanting an opportunity to ask, explain, reason or negotiate 
with customer service. Meanwhile, 58% prefer to resolve urgent 
issues by speaking to a human as opposed to using other chan-
nels. 

These findings are backed up by research from RightNow and 
American Express which both suggest that the individual hu-
man representative a customer deals with is fundamental to 
their impression of and loyalty to a brand. 

https://www.pwc.com/hu/hu/kiadvanyok/assets/pdf/impact_of_automation_on_jobs.pdf
https://www.accenture.com/_acnmedia/Thought-Leadership-Assets/PDF-2/Accenture-COVID-19-Responsive-Customer-Service-in-Times-of-Change-Short-POV.pdf#zoom=40
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According to RightNow, 73% of customers fall in love with a 
brand and remain loyal to them because of positive inter-
action with their service agents. Similarly, American Express 
found that more than two thirds of those surveyed (68%) said 
that a pleasant representative was key to their recent posi-
tive service experiences, and 62% said that a representative’s 
knowledge or resourcefulness was key.

However, despite the wealth of evidence underlining the val-
ue of human-to-human interaction, organizations face practi-
cal problems regarding consistency of delivery. 

For instance, the aforementioned Accenture report, titled 
COVID-19: Responsive customer service in times of change, also 
observes that customer service setups are often ill-prepared to 
react to a significant and sudden increase in call volumes. And in 
the context of COVID-19, that increase is combined with the risk 
of having to suddenly shift to remote work-from-home models. 

So, how can organizations ensure the human side of the mar-
riage delivers? Part 2 of this white paper looks at two key ele-
ments – recruitment and development of personnel, and effec-
tive workforce management systems. 

Customer service is a field that traditionally suffers from a high 
turnover of staff. This can be for various reasons, including 
poor initial recruitment, insufficient and/or substandard train-
ing and a feeling of apathy.  

The first step towards building a successful multichannel cus-
tomer service is to hire the right people. 

Onboarding a new recruit is a costly business, not only in terms 
of raw salary, national insurance and pension contributions, 
but also the time and resources spent by human resources 
(who must also be recruited) to make sure appropriate admin 
is submitted and that the new hire settles into their new place 
of work.

It therefore pays to ensure your hiring process identifies the 
appropriate individuals to join your team. 

2.1 RECRUIT AND RETAIN

On average, the cost 
of hiring an employee 
in the UK is £3,000.
“

Before starting the hiring process, it is vital to establish 
the function of your customer service team. 

Different teams could be responsible for different ele-
ments of customer service, such as complaints or tech-
nical assistance, and this will help determine the indi-
viduals you need to fill these positions. 

On a wider level, what are the 
core values of your organization 
that drive your customer service 
operation? 

Having a firm grasp of all of these aspects will ensure 
your job descriptions and adverts contain the relevant 
requirements and information for candidates, which in 
turn will help to find the right people. 

Know your needs
“73% of customers fall 

in love with a brand and 
remain loyal to them because 
of positive interaction with 
their service agents.
– RightNow

https://www.slideshare.net/RightNow/2011-customer-experience-impact-report/5
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20171215005416/en/WellActually-Americans-Say-Customer-Service-is-Better-Than-Ever
https://www.glassdoor.co.uk/employers/blog/calculate-cost-per-hire/
https://www.glassdoor.co.uk/employers/blog/calculate-cost-per-hire/
https://www.glassdoor.co.uk/employers/blog/calculate-cost-per-hire/
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Use of specialist recruiters, partnerships with higher education 
institutions and savvy use of professional networking sites such 
as LinkedIn are all tools which can help identify a promising 
pool of candidates to choose from. 

The process also involves asking pertinent questions of the in-
dividuals shortlisted: 

• Does the candidate view customers as people as opposed 
to a statistic? 

• Is he or she a collaborative team player, as well as individu-
ally driven to succeed? 

• Is the individual well-versed with technology and comfort-
able with using multiple channels of communication? 

• Critically, is the candidate aware of the wider business im-
plications of positive customer service, and how individual 
interactions can impact a company’s bottom line? 

• How intuitive are your candidates? Who asks the right 
questions of you as the recruiting party, such as the path 
to their progression, training opportunities and more? This 
will help identify applicants who are looking to build a 
long-term relationship with your organization.

Once onboarded, what can you do to facilitate a fruitful, long-
term tenure for your new recruit? 

The crux of this lies in curating an effective training and devel-
opment programme that enables employees to develop their 
skills and empowers them to feel valued – it should reinforce 
the message that they are an integral part of the wider success 
of the organization. This is key to reducing staff turnover. 

A study by jobs website totaljobs.com carried out on

2,500 UK workers across a range 
of industries revealed that two 
thirds changed jobs because of 
a lack of training and development 
opportunities.

Meanwhile, nine in 10 respondents wanted their employer to 
offer more training courses to develop new skills. 

Circling back to customer service specifically, arming you team 
with the best-in-class tools for the job, covered in Part 1 of this 
white paper, is a pre-requisite – training your team how best 
to use such tools then becomes central to a high-performance 
customer service operation. Ultimately, it will enable them to 
concentrate their time and efforts on delivering the human 
touch that customers crave. 

THERE ARE MANY DIFFERENT AND SUCCESSFUL APPROACHES  
TO BUILDING A CUSTOMER SERVICE TRAINING PROGRAMME. 

However, crucial commonalities exist, some of which are outlined below: 

• Identify strengths and areas for improvement. What is your team currently doing well and what aspects of customer service 
need attention? This information can be obtained from customer feedback surveys and complaints, and should inform your 
training priorities. Reinforce the strengths, and target the areas which need improving. 

• Empower managers and team leaders. Line and team managers are the closest source of information to your customer service 
personnel, and should be involved in the formulation and delivery of training. They should also be equipped to build on training 
sessions with follow up coaching and support, and to provide feedback on the programme’s effectiveness. 

• Involve your staff. An effective training programme will not be perceived simply as a box-ticking exercise by your employees. 
Rather, they see it as a practical means to enhance their skills and advance their prospects for development within the orga-
nization. Use exercises which team members can get practically involved with – this is more likely to result in them identifying 
ways to improve customer service delivery. Further, ask your team for feedback on sessions and how future training should be 
devised to keep them motivated and engaged. 

• Measure the outcomes. This is reliant on quality data, as highlighted in Part 1. Regular and detailed analysis of customer feed-
back will enable you to track whether improvements have been made in the areas targetted by the training.

An effective training programme will not be perceived simply 
as a box-ticking exercise by your employees. Rather, they see it 
as a practical means to enhance their skills and advance their 
prospects for development within the organization. 

“

https://www.totaljobs.com/media-centre/two-in-three-workers-quit-due-to-a-lack-of-learning-and-development-opportunities
https://www.totaljobs.com/media-centre/two-in-three-workers-quit-due-to-a-lack-of-learning-and-development-opportunities
https://www.totaljobs.com/media-centre/two-in-three-workers-quit-due-to-a-lack-of-learning-and-development-opportunities
https://www.totaljobs.com/media-centre/two-in-three-workers-quit-due-to-a-lack-of-learning-and-development-opportunities
https://www.totaljobs.com/media-centre/two-in-three-workers-quit-due-to-a-lack-of-learning-and-development-opportunities
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2.2 MANAGE YOUR TEAM EFFECTIVELY
The disruption to regular working pat-
terns caused by COVID-19 has brought 
into sharp focus the need for effective 
workforce management.

For example, the most obvious disrup-
tion has been the necessity, in some 
cases by law, for employees to work re-
motely. This upheaval away from a cen-
tralized office presents many internal 
challenges, from ensuring each team 
member has the equipment to perform 
their functions from home to keeping 
staff motivated and concentrated on the 
task at hand without being in the same 
physical room. 

WFM also provides employers with more information and 
insight about their employees. Areas such as attendance, 
productivity and engagement can be analyzed using WFM 
data, which in turn can inform future training sessions and 
trigger one-to-one meetings if necessary. This should lead 
to improved employee morale due to heightened trans-
parency and well-informed communication with manage-
ment. 

If employees are working with the peace of mind that 
their employer is fully versed on their schedules, KPIs and 
training requirements, it will naturally encourage them to 
concentrate their energies into doing what they do best – 
satisfying customers.

Once more, data is the key to unlocking the benefits of 
WFM. 

In terms of scheduling, information on annual leave allo-
cations, unplanned absences and staff availability com-
bined with knowledge on peak busy periods will enable 
an organization to staff its customer service teams with 
the appropriate number of people at the appropriate 
time. Gaps in coverage can be identified in advance, while 
other issues such as payroll accuracy and absenteeism 
can be addressed at source. Further, compliance issues 
such as missed breaks and sick leave entitlement can be 
identified and resolved. 

Customer service operations with an 
effective workforce management (WFM) 
system in place should be well-posi-
tioned to make this transition with mini-
mized disruption. 

WFM represents an integrated set of (of-
ten automated) processes designed to 
enhance the productivity of employees 
– this includes accurate forecasting of 
labour requirements, and subsequent 
creation and management of staff 
schedules to accomplish goals on a day-
to-day and even hour-to-hour basis. 

At many organizations, employees 
have become the most costly asset. 

Personnel costs for salaries, benefits, training, temporary staff and consultants often exceed 50% of the 
total operating budget. Despite this significant financial commitment, most business leaders admit that 

they dedicate 10% or less of their time to enhancing the effectiveness of WFM practices.

— Oracle, Modern Workforce Management:  
Impacting the Bottom Line

““

https://www.oracle.com/a/ocom/docs/applications/hcm/modern-workforce-management-wp.pdf
https://www.oracle.com/a/ocom/docs/applications/hcm/modern-workforce-management-wp.pdf
https://www.oracle.com/a/ocom/docs/applications/hcm/modern-workforce-management-wp.pdf
https://www.oracle.com/a/ocom/docs/applications/hcm/modern-workforce-management-wp.pdf
https://www.oracle.com/a/ocom/docs/applications/hcm/modern-workforce-management-wp.pdf
https://www.oracle.com/a/ocom/docs/applications/hcm/modern-workforce-management-wp.pdf
https://www.oracle.com/a/ocom/docs/applications/hcm/modern-workforce-management-wp.pdf
https://www.oracle.com/a/ocom/docs/applications/hcm/modern-workforce-management-wp.pdf
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CONCLUSION

To answer this question, it is essential to reconsider the context of 
the COVID-19 pandemic.

People’s lives have changed dramatically and permanently. Cus-
tomer behaviour continues to shift and reshape, accelerating 
many of the customer service trends discussed in this white paper.

In order to retain the competitive advantage that comes from a 
suitable, sustainable, best of breed customer experience strategy, 
businesses must adapt. 

Customer service solutions must meet the needs of the customer, 
and those needs are now different.

Indeed, now more than ever is a critical time to reconsider cus-
tomer service and adopt an omnichannel strategy, one that 
represents a marriage between technological and human in-
puts. 

Those companies that are both vigilante and reactive to the 
changes taking place at an unprecedented rate will be best 
placed to maintain a customer service strategy which satisfies 
customers, delivers key insights and maximises return on in-
vestment.

So, why is now the time to reconsider customer 
service and adopt an omnichannel strategy?

REVISIT THE CHANNELS  
YOU PROVIDE:

• Are these still appropriate?  
Should others be incorporated?

• Do you need to rebalance the 
resources you dedicate to each 
channel?

• Will certain technologies help  
to improve your processes?

CONSIDER YOUR 
AGENTS AND CULTURE:

• What are the core values that drive 
your customer service operation?

• How can you ensure your people 
are motivated and demonstrate 
these values?

• Are they ways in which your teams 
can be managed more effectively?


